DigitalShipper Standard Features:






Pharmacy Shipping Software
DigitalShipper is essential for connecting your pharmacy to a multi-carrier
shipping system. Whether you are shipping pharmaceuticals, prescription
refills or medical equipment, DigitalShipper automates the order
fulfillment process to increase efficiency, reduce errors, and
lower overall freight costs.
DigitalShipper is ideal for Health System (Outpatient) Pharmacies, Retail
Independent Pharmacies, and Large Retail Chains that ship with the
national carriers – UPS, FedEx, and USPS – as well as regional carriers
such as Spee-Dee Delivery, OnTrac, GSO, LSO, and many more. Our PC
Postage options with Stamps.com and Endicia provide easy postal
shipping at discounted pricing regardless of volume.
DigitalShipper is on-premise software installed on your own server
suitable for single or multiple locations. With a SQL Server backend
database all shipping data is centralized and easily accessed for
reporting purposes. DigitalShipper is an enterprise-wide application
that ensures all locations are following the same workflow and
business rules for shipping.

DigitalShipper is an ideal
solution for Pharmacies to
automate processes and
offer customers reliable
shipping options

Rate Shopping
Quick Rate Quotes
Customer Preferences
Custom Carrier Modules
Unlimited Users / Workstations

DigitalShipper supports all the carrier
choices that are important for patient
satisfaction – home delivery services
such as FedEx Home Delivery and
USPS Priority Mail, and signature
options such as Direct Signature
and Adult Signature Required.
With built-in rate shopping capabilities,
DigitalShipper can determine the least
cost carrier and service based on your
negotiated rates. DigitalShipper
additionally will only rate shop eligible
services based on time in transit
information between the ship date
and the expected delivery date.
Customized business rules can provide
advanced routing and service level
optimization to automatically upgrade
(Ground to Air) or downgrade (Air to
Ground) the selected carrier service in
order to get the shipment to the
patient on time.
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